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Abst rac t - -We introduce a new family of multipoint methods to approximate a solution of a 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many scientific problems can be expressed in the form of a nonlinear equation 
r (x )  = 0. (1) 
In general, we cannot solve (1) directly and we then use iterative processes to approximate a 
solution to it. Newton's method is one of the best known of these. However, in recent years, sev- 
eral papers dealing with one-point iterations with at least R-order three have appeared [1-5]. The 
study of these methods is based on the well-known Newton-Kantorovich-type assumptions [5,6]. 
As a consequence of their speed of convergence, the methods with at least R-order three play an 
important role in the resolution of nonlinear equations, but they are not used much in practice 
due to their operational cost. As a result, Newton's method has been more applicable despite 
lower speed of convergence. However, in some cases, the rise in the speed of convergence can 
justify their use. For instance, these methods of at least R-order three have been successfully 
used in the resolution of nonlinear integral equations [7,8]. They can also be used in problems 
where a quick convergence is required, such as stiff systems [9]. 
Multipoint methods are defined as iterations which use new information at a variable number 
of points (see [8] and the references therein). A very restrictive condition on one-point iterations 
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of order N is that they depend explicitly on the first N - 1 derivatives of F. This implies that 
their informational efficiency is less than or equal to unity. Neither of these restrictions need hold 
for multipoint methods, that is, for iterations which sample F and its derivatives at a variable 
number of values of the independent variable. 
The main problem in the one-point iterative methods with at least R-order three is to evaluate 
the second derivative of the operator F. Moreover, the convergence onditions required are more 
restrictive than for Newton-like methods [10]. In this paper, we solve both of these problems. In 
the first section, a family of multipoint iterations is constructed from the one-point Chebyshev 
method without the evaluation of the second derivative operator but with the same order of 
convergence. As a result, operational cost is reduced. 
In addition, we get down to the problem of convergence conditions. In the second section, 
we analyze the convergence of these multipoint iterations by using a technique consisting of a 
new system of real sequences which simplifies those given by other authors [3,11]. This study is 
applied to operators with a (K,p)-HSlder continuous econd Fr6chet-derivative [12]. The usual 
Lipschitz continuity of the second Fr6chet-derivative is then relaxed and we only need (K,p)- 
H61der continuity. 
Finally, we consider the study of two particular nonlinear integral equations of Fredholm type 
in the form // x(s) = a(s)  + )~ k(s, t )H(x) ( t )  dt, n e 1~. (2) 
Here, a is a given continuous function in [a, b], the kernel k is continuous and positive in [a, b] × [a, b] 
and H : ~ C_ C[a,b] --* C[a,b] a twice Fr6chet-differentiable operator with a (K,p)-H61der 
continuous econd derivative. C[a, b] is the set of all continuous functions in [a, b]. This type 
of integral equation has been treated by other authors [8,13]. For instance, when k(s, t) is the 
Green function { = (3) (s t), s<t ,  
equation (2) is equivalent to the following boundary value problem: 
z"  = 
x(a) = xa, x(b) = Xb. 
Special situations of these kinds of problems have been also treated in [14,15]. 
Instead of (2), we can try to solve equation (1) where 
F :  fl C C[a, b] ---* C[a, b] 
and 
b 
F(x) (s )  -- x(s) - a(s)  - ~ k(s, t )H(x) ( t )  dt. (4) 
In the first particular equation considered, we analyze three interesting features of the new 
iterations proposed in the first section. Under the condition that operator H is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous, a solution is first located. Second, it is directly approximated by the new methods, 
and finally, some a priori error bounds are obtained which improve on the ones given by other 
authors for the Chebyshev method. In the second particular equation considered, via the new 
family of iterative processes generated, we obtain a result of existence and uniqueness of solutions 
when the operator H is (K,p)-HSlder continuous. In addition, we obtain an approximation of its 
solution by means of a discretization procedure. 
Throughout the paper, we consider that F is a nonlinear twice Fr6chet-differentiable operator 
defined on a convex subset g~ of a Banach space X with values in another Banach space Y. 
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2. A NEW FAMILY OF MULT IPOINT METHODS WITHOUT 
EVALUATION OF THE SECOND FRl~CHET-DERIVATIVE 
In this section, we derive a new family of multipoint iterative methods from one of the most 
famous one-point iterations of R-order three, the Chebyshev method [2,16] 
Yn ~- Xn -- FnF(Xn) ,  
1 n~: (x~) (~ - xr~), Xn+l = Yn + 
(5) 
where, for x E X ,  LF(X)  is the linear operator 
LF(x )  = F ' (x ) - I F " (x )F ' (x ) - I F (x ) .  
The properties of this operator can be seen in [17]. 
From Taylor's formula, we have 
F ' ( z~)  ~ Y ' (~, )  + F" (~) (z~ - x~), 
where z n -- x n + O(Yn - Xn) and ~ e (0, 1]. Now, denoting [F'(xn)] -1 = Fn, we write the 
approximation 
1 
LF(xn)  ~ ~ Fn [F ' (xn) - F'(zn)] , 
and derive the family of multipoint iterations, with at least R-order three, given by 
Yn = xn - FnF(xn) ,  
z,~ = xn + O(yn - x~),  
1 [F'(xn) F'(z~)] P(xn ,  zn) = ~ Fn - -  , 
1 
Xn+l = Yn + ~ P(Xn,  Zn)(yn -- Xn), n_0 ,  
(6) 
where 0 E (0, 1], to approximate a zero x* of (1). 
Notice that, starting at Xn, this new family of iterates can be written, in the finite-dimensional 
case, in the following way. 
1. Solve the linear system F ' (x~) (y~ - Xn) = -F (xn) .  
2. Calculate z,~ = xn + O(yn - xn).  
3. Solve the linear system 
F'(xn)(xn+l - Yn) = ~ (F ' (xn)  - F'(z,,)) (Yn - x,,). 
It is easy to see that the above two linear systems have the same associated matrix and then 
we only need one LR decomposition of the matrix Ft (xn)  in each step (see Table 1). 
Observe that (6) can be considered as a Newton-like method with a similar operational cost to 
the Newton method, included one more evaluation of F ~, as we can see in Table 1. However, we 
shall prove that family (6) is of R-order at least three. Thus, (6) is preferable to the Chebyshev 
method. 
Table 1. Evaluations necessary. 
Method Eval. of F Eval. of F ~ LR-decomp. Eval. of F H 
The Chebyshev Method 1 1 1 1 
Method (6) 1 2 1 0 
The Newton Method 1 1 1 0 
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3. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we construct wo real sequences. From their convergence, in the next section, 
we prove the convergence of sequence (6). Let F be a nonlinear twice Fr6chet-differentiable 
operator defined on some open convex subset ~ of a Banach space X with values in another 
Banach space Y. Let xo E 12 and suppose that F0 = F'(xo) -1 E L(Y,X) exists, where L(Y,X) 
is the set of bounded linear operators from Y into X. 
Let us assume that 
(c~) Ilroll < ~, 
(c2) Ily0 - x011 = IIr0F(x0)ll < n, 
(c3) IIF"(x)ll < M, x E 12, 
(c4) IIF"(x) - F"(y)I] _< KID -y[[P, x,y e ~, g >_ O, pc  [0, 1]. 
Denote ao = Mfh/and bo = K f~ I+p and define the sequences 
an+l = anf(an)2ge(an, bn) 
and 
where 
bn+l = bnf(an)2+Pge(an, b,~) I+p, 
(7) 
(s)  
(9) 
(10) 
2 
f ( z )  = 2 - 2x - x 2 
and 
x 3 + 4x 2 (2 + (p + 2)0P) y 
ge(x,  y) = - -  + 
8 20  + 1)0  + 2) " 
In order to provide some properties of sequences (7) and (8), we first give a technical lemma 
whose proof is trivial. 
LEMMA 1. Let f and go be the two real functions given in (9) and (10), respectively. Then 
(i) f is increasing and f (x)  > 1 in (0, 1/2), 
(ii) ge is increasing in both arguments for x E (0, 1/2) and y > 0, 
(iii) f(Sx) < f(x)  and ge(Sx, 51+Vy) < 5l+Vge(x, y), for 5 E (0, 1). 
We now present he properties of sequences {an} and {bn}. 
LEMMA 2. For p ~ [0, 1] fixed, let f and go be the two real functions given by (9) and (10), 
respectively. Let 
(p + 1)(p + 2) (1 - 2x) (8 - 4x 2 - x3). (11) hp(x, 0) = 4 (2 + (p + 2)0v) 
I fao E (0, 1/2) and b0 < hp(ao, O), then 
(i) f(ao)2go(ao, bo) < 1, 
(ii) the sequences {an} and {bn} are decreasing, 
(iii) an(1 + (an/2)) < 1 for a11 n > O. 
PROOF. From the hypotheses, (i) follows immediately. We show (ii) by mathematical induction 
on n. The facts that 0 < al < a0 and 0 < bl < b0 follow by (i) and Lemma 10) above. Next, we 
suppose that aj < aj-1 and bj < bj-1 for j = 1,2,. . .  ,n. Then 
an+l = aj(a,~)2go(an, bn) < anf(ao)29o(ao, bo) < an, 
since f is increasing and go is also increasing in both arguments. We have 
b=+l = bnf(an)2+Vge(a,~, bn) l+v = bnf(an)2go(a,~, bn)[f(an)go(a,~, bn)] p < bn, 
by the same reasoning as before and the fact that f(an)ge(an, b~) < 1 and f (x)  > 1 in (0, 1/2). 
Finally, for all n > 0, we have 
oo0+ ) 
since {a,~} is decreasing and ao q (0, 1/2). | 
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LEMMA 3. Let us suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are true and define 7 = al/ao. Then 
(in) 
an < ~(2+P)"-~an-I < ~/((2+P)'~-I)/(I+P)ao 
( ) ^.(2+p)'"-l~ bn < ")/(2+p)'-1 l+Pbn-1 < 7 u0, 
and 
for all n >_ 2. 
(iin) 
f(an)ge(an, bn) < 7 (2+p)'' f(ao)go(ao, bo) = 7 (2+v)" 
7 f(ao) ' 
for all n > 1. 
PROOF. We prove (in) by following an inductive procedure. As al = 7ao and bl = bof(ao)2+Pgo 
(ao, bo) ~+p < @+Pb0 if and only if f(ao)2ge(ao, bo)[f(ao)ge(ao, b0)] p < @+v, the result holds by 
Lemma 2. If we suppose that (in) is true, then 
an+l = anf(an)2ge(a,~, bn) 
~/(2+p),_ ~ l+p < ~(2nkP)n-lan--lf (~(2{-P)n-lan-l)2qo (~[(2-{-P)n-lan-1, ( ) ~n--l) 
< "),(2+P)"-lan_lf(an_,)2 ( ,(2+P)"-l~ l+Pgo(an_l,bn_l) -~ 7(2+P)"an. \ /  
In addition, we have 
bn+l bnf(an)2+pgo(an, bn)l+p < (an+l ~ l*p ~ bn \a~ / 
if and only if 
2 2+p l+p a 2 = a~f(an)ago(an,bn)2, a J (an)  go(a~, bn) < n+l 
and this is true since f(an) > 1. Now, bn+l < (7(2+P)")l+Vbn since (an+l/an) < 7 (~+p)'~. 
Moreover, 
an+l < ~(2+P)'~an < "7(2+P)"@2+P)"-lan-1 <' . "  < 7((2+P)'~+I-1)/(l+P)ao 
and 
bn+t < (~(2-bP)" ) b~<l+P (~(2+p),,)l+p(^f(2+p),,_l)l+Pbn_l< . . .  < @2+p),,+1 _ lb0" 
Moreover, we observe that 
2 n 1 
< ~(2-bp)" f(ao)go(ao, bo) = 7 (2+p)'' 
7 f(ao) 
The proof is complete. 
4. A SEMILOCAL CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
This section uses sequences {a,~ } and {b,~} defined above to analyze, under certain assumptions 
of the pair (F, x0), the convergence of (6) to a unique zero x* of (1). We also provide some a priori 
error estimates on the distances I[x* -xn]] for all n > 0. We denote B(x,'r) = {y E X; Ily-xll < r} 
and B(x, r )  = {y ~ X; I Iy- xII < r}. 
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First of all, notice that if zo c [2, we have lIP(xo, zo)ll <~ M[[Follllzo -xol l  < ao, KJlrollllyo - 
xoli I+p _< bo and [Ix1 - xol[ _< (1 + (ao/2))l lyo - Xo[I. 
On the basis of some results mentioned above, we can now prove the following estimates for 
all n _> 1: 
[In] [[Fni[ = [[F'(xn)- i[[  < f (an-1) l ]Fn- iN ,  
[IIn] Iryn - xnll = ITnF(xn)l l  < f (an -1)go(an- l ,bn -1) ] ]yn -1  - Xn-lN, 
[IIIn] IIP(xn,zn)l[ < MllFnllllYn - xnll < an, 
[IVy] Klir~illiY~ -xn l l  I+p < b~, 
[Vn] IIZ~+l - xnJl < (1 + (an/2)) i lyn - xn l l  
We use mathematical induction on n. It is easy to check the case when n = 1 by initial hypotheses 
(C1)-(C4). 
[Ill Observe that if xl E [2, 
[ [ I -  FoF'(xl)[[ _< [[Fo[[ [ [F ' (xo) -  f t(xl)H < M[[Fo[[[[xl -xo][ 
_<ao(1+2)  <1 
and, by the Banach lemma on inversion of operators [6], F1 exists and 
llroll 
F~II < < f(ao)liFolr. 
1 - J[I - FoF'(Xl)I[ 
[II1] Using Taylor's formula and (6), if Yo c [2, we have 
[1111] 
[IV1] 
[v~] 
~y Xl F (X l )  = F(yo)  + F t (yo) (x l  - Yo) + F t ' (x ) (x l  - x) dx 
o 
So 
~0 
1 
= [F"(Xo + t(yo - xo)) - F"(Xo)] (Yo - Xo)2(1 - t) dt 
ill + ~ [F"(Xo) - F"(Xo + Ot(yo - xo))] (Yo - Xo) 2 dt 
l f01  + ~ F" (xo  + t(yo - Xo))(yo - xo )P (xo ,  Zo)(Yo - xo) dt 
+ F" (yo  + t (x l  - yo))(Xl - y0)2(1 - t) dr. 
[[Yl -xlll = IIF1F(xl)[I < Ilrll l l lF(zl)ll ~ f(ao)lToll l lF(xl) l l  
<_ f(ao)go(ao, bo)lJYo - xoII, 
If zl E ~, we obtain 
1 
l iP(x1, Zl)l[ _< ~ Ilrlll liE(x1) - F ' (xx  + O(yl - Xl))l[ 
_< MHFllillyl - xl [[ -< MHFoililyo - xoHf(ao)2go(ao, bo) <_ al. 
KiT1HIlyl  -X l [ I  I+p  ~-- KiJrolliiYo -xoi]l+pf(ao)2+Pgo(ao, bo) I+p < bl. 
1 
I]X2 -- Xl[[ ~ [1I + ~ P(Xl ,Zl )H[ ly l  - Xl][ 
< (1 + 2) I lY I -  Xlll" 
Then, by mathematical induction on n, if xn ,yn  E ~,  then zn E ~, and the proof is 
complete. 
We are now ready to show the next semilocal convergence theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Let X,  Y be Banach spaces and F : fl C_ X -+ Y be a nonlinear twice F~dchet 
differentiable operator in an open convex domain fL Let us assume that Fo = F'(x0) -1 • L(Y, X) 
exists at some xo • fl and that (cl)-(c4) are satisfied. Let us denote ao = M1517 and bo = K/317 I+p. 
Suppose that ao • (0, 1/2) and b0 < hp(ao, 0), where hp is defined in (11) and 0 • (0, 1]. Then, 
if B(Xo, Rli) C_ fl, where R = (1 + (ao/2))(1/(1 - 7A)) and A = 1/f(ao), the sequence {xn) 
defined in (6) and start ing at xo converges with R-order at least 2 + p to a solution x* of (1). 
In that case, the solution x* and the iterates Xn, Yn, and z,~ belong to B(xo, Rli). Moreover, the 
solution x* is unique in B(xo, (2 /M~) - R~?) N f/. 
Furthermore, the following error estimates hold: 
lix* - ':nil _< (1 + -~ .¢(,+p)"-,)/(1+,.)) .¢(,+..)-.-.)/¢,+,.) 1 - .y('+,')" . ' . t ' "  7. (12) 
PROOF. First, we prove that  {x~} is a Cauchy sequence. Observe that,  for n > 1 
0 + 0 + ..-,Ii 
< "." < (1 + 2) I lYO-xo l ]  l ' I  f(aj)go(aj,bj) 
j=o 
as a consequence of estimate [II.]. We now have, from Lemma 3, 
n-1 n-1 
i=0 1=0 
= 7((2+P)'~-I)/CI+P)An, 
where 7 = al/ao < 1 and A= 1/f(ao) < 1. So, 
[]Xn+m -- XnH ~__ 
<_ 
< 
< 
Ilxn+in - x~+m-l l l  + lix~+in-1 - x~+m-2[ [  +""  + Ilxn+l - x~ll 
n+in-2 n--1 
(l+an+in-~l) Y I  f (a j )g° (a j 'b j )+ ' "+( l+ 2)~ l  1-I f(aj)go(aj,bj) 
j=0 i=0 
ao ,y((p+2),~_l)/(l+p)) 7((2+p),,_l)/(l+p) An  (1+ T 
[,7((2+p)"[(2+p)m-x-1])/(l+p) Am-1  + 7((2+P)'~[(2+P)"-2-1])/(l+P) Am-2  
+.  • • + 7 ((2+p)'*[(2+p)-I])/(I+p) A + 1] ?7. 
By the Bernouilli inequality (1 + x) k - 1 > kx, we have 
-2a° 7((2+p),,_W(1+p) ) 7((2+p)._WO+p ) An 1 -i -7(2+P)'~mAmv(2+P)" A HXn+m -- Xnll < ( \1 + 7#. (13) 
For n = 0, we obtain 
(1 --#k/mAin ) 
By letting m -+ oo in (13), we obtain (15). Similarly, we have Yn • B(xo, Rti) for all n >_ 0, and 
therefore, Zn • B(xo, Rli). 
To see that  x* is a solution of (1), we have IIFnF(xn)ll -+ 0 as n -+ oo. Taking into account 
that  NF(x,OH < IIF'(xn)HHFnF(xn)H and the sequence {HF'(xn)H} is bounded, we infer that  
HF(xn)l[ --+ 0 by letting n -+ oo. Consequently, we obtain F(x*) = 0 by the continuity of F.  
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To prove the uniqueness, assume some other solution y* of (1) in B(xo, (2/M/3) - Rr/) N f~. 
From the approximation 
/ .  1 
0 = F0F (y*) - F0F (x*) = ]0 FoF' (x* + t (y* - z*)) dt (y* X*), 
we have to prove that the operator fo 1 FoF'(x* + t(y* - x*)) dt is invertible and then y* = x*. 
Indeed, from 
/o' io' IToN I I F ' (x*+t (y* -x* ) ) -F ' (xo) l l  d t<Mt3  I I x*+t (y* -x* ) -xoNdt  L' 
__ M¢~ ((1 - t)I Ix* - x011 + tlly* - z011) dt < 1, 
it follows that [f: r0F ' ( z*  + t(y* - z*))  at] -1 exists. 
Finally, we deduce that the R-order of convergence of sequence (6) is at least 2 +p. From (15), 
it follows that 
?7 --,'/A) (71/(1+P)) (2+p)'~ llx'- oll_< + .-fl/(l+p) (1 
The proof is complete. | 
5.  APPL ICAT IONS 
We now consider a particular case of (2) that has been discussed by other authors [3,18] as 
a test function. A solution is located and then directly approximated. We note that the direct 
approximation is not usual when iterative processes with R-order three are applied, where a 
discretization procedure is generally used (see the second application). In addition, we show that 
the a priori error bounds obtained for (6) have a good behavior, since the ones obtained by other 
authors for the Chebyshev method are improved. 
APPLICATION 1. Let us consider a particular case of (4) from the operator given by 
F(x) (s )  = x(s) - s + -~ s cos(x(t))dt, (14) 
where F :  El C C[a, b] --~ C[a, b]. We also consider the sup-norm II" H = II" I1~ in C[a, b]. 
If we choose x0 = Xo(S) = s, it is easy to prove that 
sin 1 
F(xo)(s)  = ~ s, 
So 1 s u(t) sin(x(t)) dt, F ' (x )u (s )  = u(s )  - 
/01 s u(t)v(t) cos(x(t)) dt. F" (x )uv(~)  = -7  
Our next goal is to calculate /7 and ~/. First, we obtain [F'(x)] -1. To do this, we take 
u(s) = [F ' (x)] - lv(s) ,  i.e., 
sfo' u(s) = v(s) + ~ u(t) sin(x(t)) dt. 
We now solve the integral appearing in the last formula. So 
/o [/o' 
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and then 
Consequently, 
~ 1 u(s) sin(x(s)) ds = f l  o v(s) sin(x(s)) ds 
1 - fo* (s/2) sin(x(s)) ds" 
s f l  o v(s) sin(x(s)) ds 
U(S) = [F t (x ) ] - l v (8 )  = v(8)  ~- 5 1 - / :  (s/2) sin(x(s)) ds" 
As the initial iteration is the function xo = xo(s) = s, we have 
fo v(s) sin s ds 
r0v(s )  = [F'(~0)] -1 v(s)  = v(s)  + s 
2 - sin 1 + cos 1 
See [3,18] for details. 
Therefore, the parameters  appearing in Theorem 4 are 
3 - sin 1 
]IF011 _< 2 - sin 1 + cos 1 = f~ = 1.2705964.. . ,  
sin 1 
IIF°F(x°)ll = 2 - s in  1 + cos 1 = ~ = 0.4953234.. . ,  
1 
]IF"(z)II <- 5 = M. 
In addition, 
s~ 1 s~0 l  (F"(y) - F"(z))  (uv)(s) = -5  cos(x(t))u(t)v(t) dt + 5 cos(y(t))u(t)v(t) dt 
sfo 1 --- 5 (cos(y(t)) - cos(x(t)))u(t)v(t) dt, 
then I IF"(y)-F"(x) l  I < 1/2 Ily-xll, therefore, K = 1/2 and p = 1. Moreover, ao = 0.314678.. .  < 
0.5 and bo = 0.155867.. .  < hl(ao,O) = (3 / (4  + 60) ) (1  - 2ao)(8  - 4ag - ao a) for all 0 e (0, 1], see 
Figure 1. 
bo 
~ ao, O) ] 
01 02  03  04  05  
Figure 1. 0-domain from initial conditions for xo(s) = s in (14). 
The conditions of Theorem 4 are therefore satisfied and we confirm that  a solution of (14) in 
B(xo, 0.70437.. .  ) exists and that  it is unique in B(xo, 4.37802.. .  ). Another interesting feature 
of the new iterative processes is that  the algorithm is very simple, since operator F"  is not 
required. So, in this application, we can approximate directly the solution w*(s) = ks where 
k = 0.522436.. .  of (14), see Figure 2. 
Furthermore,  we give an upper bound C to the number 101111x* - x211, where x2 is the second 
iterate of (5). Carrying out the same decomposit ion as Candela and Marquina in [4] and calcu- 
lating the smallest value of n so that  IIx* -Xnll is of order 10 -11, we get n = 4 and we, therefore, 
consider 
IIx* - x~ll < 1Ix* - x411 + ]1~4 - ~311 + IIx3 - ~11. (15) 
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3 
2 
1 
-i 
-2 
x0(s) 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
x'(s) 
0.8 1 
Figure 2. Approximated solution and existence domain of (14). 
Note that the previous value depends on the parameter 0 E (0, 1]. Taking into account hat, in 
this case, the convergence of (6) is guaranteed for all 0 E (0, 1], we analyze its variation from the 
value C = 37022683.427694, obtained by Candela and Marquina [4] for the Chebyshev method 
(see Figure 3). Observe that this value is improved if 0 6 (0, 0.454109). For example, if 0 = 0.1, 
we obtain C = 20454900. 
0.0008 
0.0007 
0.0006 
0.0005 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.0002 
0.0001 
a prior i  error  bound obtained fo r  
Candela - Marqu ina  
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 
Figure 3. Variation for a priori error bounds (15) from 0. 
In the second application, we apply Theorem 4 to study the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions for a particular case of nonlinear integral equations of the Fredholm type given in (2). 
In this case, we consider an operator with second Pr4chet derivative (K, p)-H61der continuous, 
where p < 1. Moreover, we apply a discretization procedure to approximate the solution. 
APPLICATION 2. Let us consider the equation F(x) = 0, where 
F :  f~ C C[a, b] ~ C[a, b] 
and 
/o F(x)(s) = x(s) - a(s) - A s x(t)2+l/=dt, s+t  
The norm taken is the sup-norm. 
Notice that equation (16) is a generalization of equations of the form 
A _> O. (16) 
~0 
1 
x(s) = A k(s, t)x(t) m dt, m6N,  
studied by Davis in [19]. 
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The first derivative of F is defined by 
(1 )  ~ol s x(t)l+l/nx(t)dt, uE~,  F ' (x )u (s )  = u(s )  - )` 2 + ~ + t 
and the second Frechet derivative is given by 
(1 ) (1 )  fO1 S F"(x)(uv)(s) = -)` 2 + 1 + x(t)l/nu(t)v(t) dt, u E ft. 
s+t  
Therefore, the Lipschitz condition for F"  does not hold in this case. However, the (K, p)-HSlder 
continuity condition is fulfilled. To see this, we have 
I,[Ft/(x)-rtt(y)]ll.vH <_)`(2--~-1) (1.g t_1)sEm[a, a3~] fo e 8~ ( x(t)l/n _y(i~)l/n)u(~)v(t)dt 
<:__)`  (2+ 1)  (1+ 1) log2  ,,X-yH1/nHu,],,vH, 
therefore, K = I)`1(2 + (1/n))(1 + ( l /n)) log2 and p = 1/n. 
We now need to calculate parameters M, r/, and/3. We have 
,,F"(x),, < )` (2+ 1) (1+ 1)log2,,x,,1/n. 
In addition, 
IIF(xo)ll < Ilxo - ~ll + I)`1 log2 Ilxo[I 2+1/n. 
Furthermore. we obtain a bound for Ilroll. Notice that 
[[I - F' (xo)ll < [)`, (2 + l ) log 2 llxo,, 1+1/~, 
then, if [)`[(2 + l /n) log2 Ilxolla+l/~ < 1, from the Banach Lemma, we obtain 
1 
Ilroll < 
- 1 - I)`1(2 + l /n ) log2  IlzollX+l/n - /3 .  (17)  
In addition, it follows that 
I lroF(~o)ll < I[zo - all + I)`1 log2 I lzolF+l/= 
- 1 - I ) ,1(2 + l /n ) log2  Ilxolll+X/~ = 7. (18) 
If we now consider n = 5, ~(s) = 1, and )` = 1/4, we have 
1 fo 1 s x(t) lx/Sdt. F(x)(s) = x(s) - 1 - -~ s + t (19) 
To apply Theorem 4, we choose Xo = Xo(S) = 1, 0 = 1 and we look for a domain in the form 
f~ = B(xo, S) C_ C([a, b]). (20) 
In this case, we have 
20 
Ilroll < 20 - 11 log2  - /3  = 1 .61611. . . ,  
5Log2 
IlVoF(z0)l[ - 20 - 11 log2 = r/= 0.280051 . . . .  
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Figure 4. Condit ions for parameter  S. 
Table 2. 
J 
t j  
1 2 3 4 5 
0.01985507 0.10166676 0.237233795 0.40828268 0.59171732 
0.10122854 0.22381034 0.31370665 0.36268378 0.36268378 
J 
tj 
~j 
6 7 8 
0.762766205 0.89833324 0.98014493 
0.31370665 0.22381034 0.10122854 
Then b0 = 0.160518, K = 0.457477, and p = 1/5. To calculate S, we consider that M = M(S)  = 
KS  1/5, and therefore, ao = ao(S) = M(S)~o.  In this situation, from Theorem 4, it is necessary 
that B(xo, Rrl) C_ f~. Then, calculating R = R(S),  we need to test that S - (R(S)rl + 1 > 0. To 
do this, it is necessary that S E (1.198735, 3.324787) (see Figure 4). 
ao(S) < 1/2 if and only if S < 13.1398 . . . .  Then, if we take S = 2, we obtain b0 < 
h1/5(ao(2), 1), and therefore, the conditions of Theorem 4 are fulfilled. We have thus shown that a 
solution of (19) exists in B(1, 0.927363) C f~ and that this solution is unique in B(1, 5.22336)AlL 
Finally, equation (19) is discretized to replace it by a finite dimension problem. The integral 
appearing in (19) is approximated, by a numerical integration formula, using the Gauss-Legendre 
formula /01 f ( t )  dt ~ ~ /3jf(tj). 
j= l  
If m = 8, tj and/3j are known; they are the nodes and weights which appear in Table 2. 
If we denote the approximations of x(ti), i = 1, . . . ,  8, by xi, we obtain the following system of 
nonlinear equations: 
ti S x~l/5 
X i~- lq - -~ j~l /~J t iq_ t j ,  "= i = 1, . . . ,8 .  
We can now write the above system in the form 
8 
11/5 xi = 1 + ~ aijxj , i = 1, . . . ,  8, (21) 
j= l  
where aij = (1/8)(t i~j/t i  + tj). The solution of (21) appears in Table 3. 
Table 3. 
I 11 2E3  4 
xi 1.02415468657 1.07954327274 1.13201750646 1.17280585507 
5 017 
x~ 1.20186439201 1.22141388151 1.23360029059 1.23991266325 
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Figure 5. The approximated solution and the existence domain of (19). 
Next, we interpolate the function which passes through the points (t~, x~), i -= 1 , . . . ,  8. Taking 
into account that x(0) = 1, we obtain the approximation to the solution given in Table 3 (see 
Figure 5a). Figure 5b shows that  the approximation obtained is included in the existence domain 
of the solutions located for the nonl inear integral equation considered. 
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